
# 2848, *SOON DELIVERY* FABULOUS
2-BEDROOM CONDO WITH A GOLF AND
OCEAN VIEWS! 

  Condominium.   $ 338,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Elegant 2-Bedroom Cap Cana Condo with Views of the Golf Course!
Introducing a stunning 2-bedroom condo in Cap Cana that is ideally situated to display spectacular
views of the golf course. This magnificent construction is located in the exclusive Las Iguanas
neighborhood, right next to the illustrious Jack Nicklaus-designed golf course, in the center of Cap
Cana. This soon-to-be-completed condo offers a magnificent living experience and was expertly
constructed with unmatched attention to detail. This development is perfect for people looking for a
permanent residence, a getaway, or an investment property because it is made to exceed
expectations. Immerse yourself in the pinnacle of luxurious residential life at this community, which
raises the bar for quality in the prestigious Caribbean Marinas. Enjoy the dynamic and diverse
ambiance that is all around you as discerning travelers from all over the world decide to make Cap
Cana their home. This project offers amazing apartments in addition to a spectacular selection of
conveniences and amenities. Enjoy the comfort of the welcoming foyer and the ease with which
elevators will take you to your little retreat. While children can play in the designated kids' play area,
adults can relax and refresh in the two major pools. In order to maintain a balanced and healthy
lifestyle, be active and take care of yourself in the well-equipped gym. You will enjoy the variety of
exclusive benefits offered to you as a distinguished owner at the renowned Cap Cana Resort.
Enjoy the sunshine and the azure waves as you leisurely explore the pristine Juanillo and Api
Beaches. Within the boundaries of this gated community, indulge in the top-notch amenities of
5-star hotels, relish excellent dining opportunities, and go on unforgettable shopping trips. Accept
Cap Cana's allure, where a new era is emerging. This captivating location charms with both its
natural beauty and its wide variety of outdoor pursuits and leisure possibilities. Find peace in the
harmonious fusion of luxury and calm that defines this extraordinary location, immerse yourself in
thrilling pursuits, and discover a haven for gastronomic delights. Don't pass up this fantastic chance
to purchase a reasonably priced 2-bedroom condo in Cap Cana that is placed to take in the
breathtaking ocean and golf course views. Securing your spot in this exclusive sanctuary today will
allow you to experience the pinnacle of sophisticated living. Contact me today for more info!

Name Jazzibel Munoz
Phone (732) 351-6757

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  2
Bath :  2

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  1345

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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